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Binary-encounter electron emission after fast heavy-ion impact
on complex rare- and molecular-gas targets
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Doubly differential cross sections~DDCSs! for electron emission have been measured for collisions of 3.6
MeV/u Ne101, Xe401 and 5.9 MeV/u U291 on neon, xenon, water, ethanol, methanol, propanol, C2F6, SF6, and
C3F8. Electrons ejected with emission angles between 0° and 180° with respect to the ion beam axis have been
recorded simultaneously using a toroidal electron spectrometer. We analyze the singly differential cross section
~SDCS! for binary encounter electron~BEe! production as a function of target electron number and laboratory
emission angle. We find that there exists a linear scaling of the BEe SDCS with the number of electrons bound
in the target with an energy lower than the reduced projectile energy. The enhancement of BEe production in
the forward direction in collisions with partially stripped ions is studied for the different projectiles and targets
and compared to theoretical calculations.@S1050-2947~98!06608-6#

PACS number~s!: 34.50.Fa, 34.70.1e
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I. INTRODUCTION

Because electron production is the principal mechan
responsible for the energy dissipation in heavy-ion collisio
with atoms, molecules, and solids, great efforts have hist
cally been made to obtain systematic data on doubly dif
ential electron cross sections. Thus, in addition to further
the basic understanding of scattering processes in ion-a
collisions, the cross sections measured for collisions
heavy ions with gas targets are used in many applied fie

Doubly differential electron emission spectra followin
fast bare heavy ion impact often display three promin
features. First, a peak near zero electron energy is appa
with the low-energy electron region being dominated by
continuous decrease of electron intensity as a function
increasing electron energy. This so-called ‘‘soft electr
peak’’ is due to target ionization by peripheral collisio
between the projectile ion and the target@1#. Second, ejected
electrons that asymptotically travel with nearly the same

locity as the ion beam,vW .vW p , wherevW p andvW are the pro-
jectile and the electron velocities, respectively. Thus, th
electrons appear at forward emission angles and at the
duced’’ energy E.ep51/2 vp

2 ~atomic units are used
throughout, except where explicitly noted!. This cusp-shaped
feature of the spectrum originates from the electron-capt
to-the-continuum~ECC! process@2,3#. A third feature is the
peak due to hard binary collisions of target electrons with
impinging ion, the binary encounter electrons~BEe! @4#.
Such close collisions between the projectile and quasi-
target electrons give rise to a ridge with a broad energy
PRA 581050-2947/98/58~3!/1971~9!/$15.00
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tribution centered aboutE.4ep cos2(q). Throughout the pa-
per the notationq will be used for electron ejection angles
the laboratory system, whereasu is used for the center-of
mass system. For clothed ions, the first and third featu
give rise to an electron-loss-to-the-continuum~ELC! ridge
observed atE.ep for all emission angles. The forward ELC
cusp is due to peripheral collisions, whereas the backw
ELC peak is due to head-on binary collisions between
target core and a projectile electron~i.e., backward BEe!.

To date, experimental data on electron emission in f
heavy ion collisions with complex molecules are scarce a
often suffer by the limited range of observation angles
electron energies for which the measurements were car
out ~for a complete review see Refs.@5,6#!. Through the
present work we add to the available information by study
the scaling behavior of BEe emission from multielectron tar
gets heavier than in previous experiments and over a w
range of emission angles~0°<q<180°!. Numerous studies
for light bare ions revealed that the BEe peak may be well
described within the framework of a variety of classic
semiclassical, and quantum-mechanical formulations of
elastic scattering of quasifree electrons by the Coulomb
tential of the impinging ion@4,7–9#. In particular, the well-
known scaling behavior of the BEe DDCS with the square of
the projectile nuclear charge,ZP , was established. Howeve
experiments considering BEe production for nonbare ions
showed that these scaling laws could be applied only at la
angles (q.40°) @10#. In fact, depending on the collision
system, BEe emission could decrease or increase with d
creasing charge state of the projectile@11#. The root of this
1971 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the toroidal electron spectrometer. The spectrometer is rotationally symmetric~360°) around an axis
through the gas outlet.
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‘‘anomalous’’ behavior stems from the characteristics of
elastic scattering cross section of an electron by the clot
ion @12–17#. The effect of this non-Coulomb interaction in
duced by the partially clothed projectile can be dramatic a
can produce diffractive oscillations@13,18#, as experimen-
tally confirmed in many cases@13,19–22#. In the present
analysis we therefore account for the proper treatmen
non-Coulomb interactions. However, owing to the existen
of many previous works, we will refrain from lengthy dis
cussion of two-center effects~TCE! in BEe emission@23–
26# ~i.e., interaction of the ejected electron with both t
projectile and residual target ions! such as shifts of the BE
peak to smaller electron energies. In particular, we focus
the scaling properties of the overall BEe emission with re-
spect to the number of electrons in the target and the ela
scattering cross section.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

In order to enhance detection efficiency over former
signs, a toroidal electron analyzer was developed by on
the authors~S.H.!. In contrast to the design of convention
spherical analyzers, the electrostatic field of the analyze
formed by a toroidal geometry of the deflection plates,
shown in Fig. 1. Thus, it is possible to obtain an extend
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field free target area and, for example, incorporate foil tar
holders or a TOF recoil ion spectrometer for coinciden
experiments.

The projectile ion beams were produced in the EC
source at GSI Darmstadt and accelerated by the UNILAC
3.6 MeV/u for the Ne and Xe ions and 5.9 MeV/u for the
ion, respectively. The well collimated ion beam enters
spectrometer through a 10-mm hole in the outer nega
electrode, interacts with the gaseous target effusing throu
0.7-mm hypodermic needle 4 mm above the beam axis,
leaves through another 10-mm hole. The charged ion bea
collected in a shielded Faraday cup for normalization. T
emitted electrons are energy analyzed in the electros
field between the two toroidal electrodes. After passing
3-mm aperture at the exit of the analyzing field, an ein
lens is used for efficient transport of the diverging trajec
ries onto a microchannel plate~MCP!. After amplification by
the MCP’s, a wedge and strip anode is employed for tw
dimensional readout of the position information. A hig
transmission mesh at a potential of210 V prevents low-
energy electrons from entering the MCP. A subsequent
tential of 1200 V accelerates the electrons onto the MCP
for improved detection efficiency.

The laboratory emission angle is obtained from the po
tion of the electron for each event on the anode relative to
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center of the anode and the direction of the beam axis on
focal ring. The simultaneously observable angular rangeDq
is therefore 0° to 180° on both sides of the beam axis. Du
the extended source volume, the angular resolution is a
4° in the forward direction and 16° perpendicular to t
beam axis. The voltage on the toroidal plates is scanned
tween 0 and64000 V, corresponding to emission energi
between 0 and 20 keV. The energy resolution was de
mined by the size of the entrance slits in the gas cell, and
set to 8% for the neon and xenon experiments and to 4%
the uranium projectiles. The spectrometer is magnetic
shielded by two layers of mumetal, and reliable data
available for energies down to 40 eV. The spectrome
chamber was pumped to 431027 mbar during the experi-
ments. Target pressures were in the range of 1024 to 1025

mbar, thus establishing single collision conditions. Bea
induced background electrons produced by scattering of
by the metal surfaces of collimation slits and spectrome
parts were carefully reduced and measured without target
for later subtraction. The subtracted background never
ceeded about 8–12 % of the total spectrum.

In order to obtain absolute differential cross sections,
normalized the measured DDCS for the bare 3.6 MeV
Ne101 on Ne 0° binary encounter peak maximum to the o
measured by Zouroset al. @27#, where a 1.875-MeV/u
O81 was incident on a neon target. In this collision ener
regime the agreement of the impulse approximation with
perimental data for BEe production at 0° is found to be ver
good, so that a scaling by the factorZP

2 /EP
2 between the two

experiments is appropriate, whereEP is the projectile energy
in the laboratory frame. The uncertainty introduced by t
procedure is expected to be less than 15% and was ther
used for all experiments with the neon and xenon ion bea
that were performed under identical conditions. Normali
tion of the data obtained with the uranium projectile w
undertaken by using the data of Ramm@28#, where a 5.9-
MeV/u Pb261 projectile was incident on a neon targe
Again, the binary encounter peak maximum at 0° was ta
as the reference point. To a good degree of approximat
this collision system is very similar to the 5.9-MeV/
U291-Ne system in our experiment. Nevertheless, due to
certainties of about 40% in the data of Ramm we expect
data to have the same absolute error.

III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

A brief synopsis of the theoretical models used to d
scribe BEe emission serves to illustrate the physical mec
nisms leading to this feature and to explain our analysis
the experimental data.

The simplest theoretical descriptions of BEe emission can
be traced back to the impulse approximation~IA ! @29#. In
order to obtain simple expressions, however, most calc
tions make use of various on-shell approximations to
exact IA @30#. This has lead to a family of approaches th
are very similar to each other including the binary encoun
method@12,13#, the elastic scattering model@7#, and some
that are also called the impulse approximation@31,32#. The
main assumption in these approaches is that during the
lision the electron is elastically scattered by the field of
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impinging ion while the target core remains as a specta
Thus, BEe DDCSs adopt the form of a convolution betwee
the elastic cross section and the square of the momen
wave function of the target electrons.

The principal ingredient in all on-shell IAs is the differ
ential cross section for scattering of an electron by the p
jectile fielddsel/dVc.m.8 (Ec.m.8 ), where c.m. refers to the cen
ter of mass between the electron and the projectile~for all
practical purposes it is equivalent to the projectile refere
frame!. The various on-shell IA approximations differ from
each other in the prescription relating the solid angle a
energy entering the elastic cross section,Vc.m.8 ~scattering
angle u8), Ec.m.8 5v82/2, with their asymptotic values in a
three-body collision Vc.m. ~scattering angle q),
Ec.m.5vc.m.

2 /2. Using the on-shell IA of Ref.@30# the DDCS
of electron emission from an initial target statec i is given in
the projectile frame by

d2s

dEc.m.dVc.m.
5vc.m.

dsel

dVc.m.8
~Ec.m.8 !E dVv8uc i~vW 82vW p!u2,

~1!

where, in terms of the ionization potential of the electro
Ui ,

Ec.m.8 5Ec.m.1Ui , ~2!

sin2S u8

2 D 5sin2S uc.m.

2 D
2~v82vc.m.!•••S v81vc.m.22v8cosq

4Ec.m.8 D .

~3!

This on-shell IA ~and the binary encounter method! differs
from that of Ref.@32# in the inclusion of the ionization po
tential. Clearly, the ionization potential must play a ro
since the electron has to escape the target field in a th
body collision. The effect is negligible~i.e., v8.vc.m., u8
.uc.m.) when the electron energy is much bigger than
ionization potential but, as we shall see below, it cannot
ignored when they become comparable. Finally, the DD
in the projectile reference frame is related to the DDCS
the laboratory reference frame through the transformatio

d2s

dEc.m.dVc.m.
5AEc.m.

E

d2s

dEdV
, ~4!

Ec.m.5E1ep22AepEcosq, ~5!

AEc.m.cosuc.m.5ep2AEcosq. ~6!

In order to analyze the scaling properties of the ove
binary ridge from the measured DDCSs, we define the sin
differential cross section~SDCS! for production of binary
electron by integration over an electron energy intervalDE
containing the binary peak

F ds

dV G
BE

5E
Emax2DE/2

Emax1DE/2
dE

d2s

dEdV
~7!
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5E
Ec.m.

2

Ec.m.
1

dEc.m.

dE

dEc.m.
A E

Ec.m.

d2s

dEc.m.dVc.m.
, ~8!

whereEmax5Emax(q).4epcos2q is the peak maximum and
from Eq. ~5!, dE/dEc.m.5(12Aep /Ecosq)21. Ec.m.

1 and
Ec.m.

2 in the integration limits stand forEc.m.
max 1 DEc.m./2 and

Ec.m.
max2DEc.m./2, respectively. Using a peaking approxim

tion at E54epcos2q, Ec.m.5ep , in Eq. ~8!,

F ds

dV G
BE

.
dE

dEc.m.
A E

Ec.m.
E

Ec.m.
2

Ec.m.
1

dEc.m.

d2s

dEc.m.dVc.m.
~9!

54cosqF ds

dVc.m.
G

BE

, ~10!

which allows us to define a SDCS cross section for bin
electron production in the projectile~c.m.! frame ~the frame
transformation essentially agrees with that for Auger lin
@33#!. Using the same peaking approximation for the integ
over Ec.m. and Eq.~1!, one should expect that this SDC
scales as

F ds

dVc.m.
G

BE

.Ci

dsel

dVc.m.
~ep!, ~11!

where the constantCi should be very close to unity since

Ci.E dEc.m.vc.m.E dVvc.m.
uc i~vW c.m.2vW p!u2 ~12!

5E d3vc.m.uc i~vW c.m.2vW p!u2.1. ~13!

In other words, the SDCS for BEe emission in the projectile
frame should be very similar to the elastic differential cro
section. In turn, the laboratory SDCS should scale as

F ds

dV G
BE

.4Cicosq
dsel

dVc.m.
~ep!. ~14!

In the next section we test the validity of this approxima
scaling. To this end, the experimental SDCSs are dire
compared with calculations of the elastic scattering cr
sections. For bare projectiles, we can use

dsel

dVc.m.
~ep!5

ZP
2

ep
2sin4~uc.m./2!

. ~15!

For non-Coulomb interactions we calculate the cross sec
using a standard phase-shift approach~see, e.g.,@14# for de-
tails!. The contribution of each substatei with a different
Compton profile in the target atom cannot be distinguishe
the experimental data, which contains the sum over all ta
orbitals ~i.e., Ci should be replaced by( iCi). Nevertheless,
one important question arises, which we address in the
lowing section: Is it possible to make a general prediction
to the scaling properties of the constant( iCi for different
targets? That is, how close is it to the total number of el
trons?
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. BE electron production in collisions with 3.6-MeV/u Ne101

The complete two-dimensional final-state momentu
spectrum resulting from a collision of a bare ion~3.6-
MeV/u20 Ne101) with a molecular gas target~C2F6) is pre-
sented in Fig. 2. The momenta are given in atomic units
the momentum components parallel~v i) and perpendicular
~v') to the beam direction on thex axis andy axis, respec-
tively. The scattering angleq is calculated by tan~q!
5~v' /v i). The density of the points is proportional t
log10(d

2s/dVdv). The values are cut off for large numbe
of counts, for improved visibility of low intensity structure
of the spectrum, and are thus responsible for the white a
around (v i ,v') 5 ~0,0!. The unusual presentation in th
form of a momentum spectrum is chosen to emphasize
three common structures of the emission spectrum descr
in the Introduction.

Specifically, low-energy, target-centered electron em
sion is localized around~0,0!. Owing to the postcollisional
interaction of the slow electron with the receding project
ionic charge, their intensity is slightly shifted into the fo
ward emission half sphere. These electrons are influence
both the projectile as well as the target potential, resulting
‘‘two-center-effects’’ ~TCE! on the electron emission
characteristics@34–37#. In the forward direction~0°! at vW

5(12,0).vW p , the peak structure originates from the EC
process. The binary encounter~BE! ridge forms a broad ring-
shaped distribution with a radius of;12 a.u., centered a
about vW 5 ~12,0!, resulting in a maximum velocity of
;2vp . The rings aroundvW 5~0,0! with discrete radii of 4
and 7 a.u. are the target carbon and fluorineKLL Auger
electron emission and are discernible from the backgroun

FIG. 2. Scatter plot of the complete final state continuum el
tron momentum space for the collision system 3.6-MeV/u Ne101 on
C2F6. T andP denote the center of the target system and the p
jectile system. The TCE emission intensity is set to zero if
number of counts exceed an arbitrary value inpi andp' resulting in
a white ‘‘blot’’ at the origin, where most of the counts are due
soft and TCE electron emission in the target frame.
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TCE electrons only in the backward direction.
Figure 3 shows the singly differential cross section

BEe emission in the projectile~c.m.! system for various tar-
gets in collisions with 3.6-MeV/u Ne101. The emission is
integrated overDE 5 3000 eV centered around the max
mum of the BE peak and therefore ensuring that the co
plete BE emission is included, and thereby suppressing
variations in the Compton profile of the shells of the wi
range of targets, for ease of comparison.

In this case, since BE emission takes place through
scattering of an electron off a bare projectile, the correspo
ing Rutherford scattering cross section by a pointlike pot
tial is plotted as a line for each target for comparison. T
sin24(uc.m./2) dependence of the emission cross section
perfectly reproduced for anglesu larger than 100°. Below
this angle the measured cross section is larger than the
predicted by pure Rutherford scattering. This contribut
comes from TCE electrons that are not separately discern
at these angles, and were not subtracted. As Ramm@38#
showed for bare projectiles from ZP 5 1 to 18 in the colli-
sion energy regime of 1.5–6 MeV/u, the scaling behavior
the singly differential cross section agrees perfectly w
ep

2/Zp
2 . The predicted BEeSDCS from a calculation in the IA

is scaled to our collision energy and projectileZP and is
presented as a diamond in Fig. 3. Furthermore, from
measurements, we can deduce the scaling behavior o

FIG. 3. Singly differential cross section for binary encoun
electron production in the c.m. system for 3.6-MeV/u Ne101 on
various molecular and rare gas targets. The open diamond indi
the identical experimental@38# and theoretical~IA ! SDCS for a
helium target@32# .
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differential cross section with the number of target electro
as shown in Table I.

The BEe SDCSs scale within a deviation of less than 10
with the number of target electronsNT

e2 . One exception to
the rule is the emission cross section for the water va
target that is about 15% larger than the cross section for
neon target, which has the same number of electrons.
speculate that this enhancement is due to the smaller m
binding energy of all the electrons in the H2O molecule.
From our measurements, using a simple linear regress
the following general scaling law can be derived for BEe
production after impact of fast, bare ions:

F ds

dVc.m.
G

BEe

c.m.

54.9310221
ZP

2NT
e2

ep
2sin4~uc.m./2!

cm2

sr
~16!

for 1 <ZP<18, 2<NT
e2<70, if ep.Ui , 1.5<EP MeV/

u<6, and 180°<u<100° with an absolute error of less tha
15%. These values can easily be transformed to the lab
tory system using Eq.~14!.

B. BE electron production in collisions with 3.6-MeV/u Xe401

In collisions with a Xe401 projectile, the effects of the
screening of the nuclear charge by the remaining 14 e
trons in the projectile is detectable at large scattering an
u. As shown in Fig. 4 the angular dependence of the sin
differential cross sections for BEe emission in the 3.6-
MeV/u129 Xe401 system does not simply follow the Ruthe
ford scattering sin24(uc.m./2! law.

The scattering of the target electrons by the non-Coulo
potential of the partially stripped xenon ions leads to an
hancement of BEe emission in the range 180°>uc.m.
>100° andreaches a factor of about 3 for 180° compared
the qP

2 scaling,qP being the ionic charge. This behavior
associated with the well-known ‘‘anomalous’’ behavior
the binary peak: at very large impact parameters the elec
encounters a pointlike Coulomb potential of chargeqP .
Thus, the Rutherford description of scattering is applica
below a certain critical angleuc.m.,ucrit ~according to Refs.
@39–41#, ucrit; 100°–120°!. At small impact parameters th
incoming electron experiences a potential of the full u
screened nuclear chargeZP . In the impact parameter rang
of the orbital radii of the electrons the potential shows stro
deviations from the Coulombic (1/r ) form: it possesses a

r

tes

TABLE I. Dependence of the single differential BEe emission
cross section atu 5 180° from the number of target electrons in th
collision system 3.6-MeV/u Ne101 on H2 @8#, He @35#, Ne, H2O,
C2H5OH, C2F6, and SF6.

Target NT
e2 ds

dV
~10218cm2/sr!

ds

dV
/N T

e2

H2, He 2 0.075~1! 0.038~1!

Neon 10 0.33~4! 0.033~4!

H2O 10 0.38~6! 0.038~6!

C2H5OH 26 0.84~9! 0.032~6!

C2F6 66 2.08~2! 0.032~3!

SF6 70 2.24~2! 0.032~3!
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stronger gradient¹W •V(r )than the potential of a bare nucleu
The momentum exchange in the collision process is prop
tional to this gradient, therefore the impact parameter ra
that contributes to the maximum momentum exchange~to
2vP) is larger for a screened ion than for a bare ion.

In Fig. 5 we compare the experimental SDCS in the p
jectile frame with the calculated elastic cross section
1965-eV electrons impinging on a Xe401 ion and the Ruth-
erford predictions for the according ionic and nucle
charges. The calculations have been multiplied by 26 to
count for all the electrons in the ethanol molecule. T
agreement between experiment and theory is quite rem
able, implying that the sum( iCi discussed in the theor
section is very close to the total number of electrons. At
corresponding angles in the laboratory system the BE e
tron peak is energetically very well separated from ot
electron emission processes. The background to thee
peak ~ELC, ECC, TCE! has not been subtracted from th
measured cross sections. Such a background subtractio
not been attempted because the absolute error introduce
subtracting an exponential fit of the background from
keV broad Gaussian distribution of the binary encoun
electrons is rather large. It is therefore not surprising tha
small angles the ethanol data lie well above the calcula
cross sections.

In Fig. 5 the cross section resulting from the no
Coulomb potential basically agrees with the one from
Rutherford scattering model for a Coulomb potential
strengthqP

2 in the angular range 0°<u< 100°. The impact

FIG. 4. Singly differential cross section for binary encoun
electron production in the c.m. system for 3.6-MeV/u Xe401 on Ne,
C2H5OH, and SF6.
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parameter leading to an emission in this angular range
large enough to be outside the screened potential region.
cross section at larger angles in the c.m. system increas
a value in excess of even the one predicted from aZP

2 scal-
ing, due to the penetration into the electron cloud of the i
It has been shown@14# that the enhancement of 180° elas
electron scattering has a maximum that depends strongl
EP and occurs at energies in the order of 1 to 10 MeV/u~e 5
550 to 5500 eV, respectively! for ions with ZP . 26.

C. BE electron production in collisions with 5.9 MeV/u U291

In Fig. 6 the two-dimensional, final-state momentu
space of electron emission in the collision system 5.9 MeV
U291 on C3F8 is shown. Due to the 63 electrons remaining
the projectile, the screening of the nuclear charge is v
strong.

Although soft electron emission is still the dominant pr
cess, its intensity in this momentum spectrum is compara
to that of the cusp atvW 5 ~15,0! and BE electrons at~30,0!
nearq 5 0°. Cross sections of electron production at ve
low emission energies are mostly influenced by the io
charge stateqP @28# and do not display the immense effec
of projectile screening. Due to the extremely enhanced Be
cross section and the large contribution of the cusp electr
the mean energy of electron emission at 0° is of the orde

r
FIG. 5. Comparison of the SDCS for BEe production with the

elastic cross section for scattering of a 1965-eV electron by a Xe401

projectile. The elastic cross section has been multiplied by the n
ber of active electrons in the ethanol target. Also displayed are
cross sections for fully stripped ions of equal nuclear~Xe541) and
ionic ~Zr401) charge.
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a few keV. ‘‘Walking’’ along the BE ridge starting at~30,0!
and increasing the emission angle, a reduction in the den
is noticeable at aboutq 5 25°. This is caused by a diffrac
tive minimum in the elastic scattering cross section~see Fig.
7!. We also note that it has been established@42# that colli-

FIG. 6. Complete two-dimensional final-state momentum sp
for the collision system 5.9-MeV/u U291 on C3F8. The straight line
at aboutq5235° is caused by a ‘‘hot spot’’ on the MCP.

FIG. 7. Singly differential cross section of binary encoun
electron production in the c.m. system for 5.9-MeV/u U291 on Ne,
ethanol, Xe, and C3F8.
ity

sions with highly screened heavy ions generally produc
broad target recoil-ion charge state distribution. Since tar
fluorine KLL Auger electrons emitted from different charg
states have different energies, the Auger peaks are sme
out, and are not as clearly visible as in Fig. 2 at 4 and 7
Furthermore, a high energy emission atv52vP is observ-
able at anglesq up to 135°, which is the result of an intra
atomic scattering of binary encounter electrons@43#. Experi-
mental SDCS for BE emission in the projectile system
targets with 10<NT

e2<90 are plotted in Fig. 7.
The strong enhancement over Rutherford cross sectio

obvious for the large angles in the c.m. system. The cr
section for the ethanol target displays a slightly different b
havior than the other targets. The enhancement at 180
stronger and the cross section at small angles in the
system is larger. This is a result of the smaller integrat
limits (DE53000 eV! that were used to obtain the differen
tial cross sections. The Compton profiles of the domin
orbitals for BEe emission~loosely bound electrons in th
outer shells! in the C2H 5OH molecule are narrower tha
those for Ne and Xe~and F! atoms, where integration limits
DE55000 eV were used.

Figure 8 shows a comparison of the experimental SD
and the theoretical result obtained for the corresponding e
tic scattering of 3225-eV electrons by the U291 ion. The
theoretical data have again been multiplied by 26 to acco

e

r

FIG. 8. Comparison of the SDCS for BEe production with the
elastic cross section for scattering of a 3225-eV electron by a U291

projectile. The elastic cross section has been multiplied by the n
ber of active electrons in the ethanol target. Also displayed are
cross sections for fully stripped ions of equal nuclear~U921) and
ionic ~Cu291) charge.
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for the number of electrons in the ethanol molecule.
The agreement between experiment and theory is rem

able down to angles as small asu 5 60°. Foru 5 180° the
enhancements over the Rutherford cross section of a bar
with chargeZP 5 29 and over that for bare uranium a
factors of 50 and 5.1, respectively. Atu 5 40° the experi-
mental value lies well above the theory, this is again cau
by the contribution from other electron emission proces
that have not been subtracted.

The measured data follow very well the expected lin
scaling with the number of target electronsNT

e2 ~see Table
II !. Results for Xe targets, however, exhibit significant d
viations from this rule. This can be explained using Boh
criterion for ionization according to which electrons with a
orbital velocity greater than the projectile velocity cannot
ionized. A similar criterion is obtained from Eq.~2! since, in
order to emit an electron, its ionization potential must
Ui,ep . For Xe, there are 12 electrons in the 1s, 2s, 2p, and
3s shells whose orbital velocities are greater than the co
sion velocity @44# and, therefore, play an insignificant rol

TABLE II. Dependence of the single differential BEe emission
cross section atu 5 180° from the number of target electrons in th
collision system 5.9 MeV/u U291 on Ne, OH3OH ~methanol!,
C2H5OH ~ethanol!, CH3CH~OH!CH3 ~iso-propanol!, and C2F6.

Target NT
e2 ds

dV
~10218cm2/sr!

ds

dV
/NT

e2

Neon 10 6.4~9! 0.64~8!

CH3OH 18 11~2! 0.62~9!

C2H5OH 26 20~4! 0.77~9!

Propanol 34 24~5! 0.71~9!

Xenon 42 Na
T,e2 27~6! 0.65~9!

C2F6 66 46~4! 0.70~6!

C3F8 90 51~5! 0.60~6!
.

er

. L
k-

ion

d
s

r

-

e

i-

Remarkably, if one uses the remaining 42 ‘‘active’’ electro
to scale the cross section, the agreement with the results
other targets is very good.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured doubly differential cross sections
high-energy binary encounter electron production in fast i
molecule and ion–rare-gas collisions. The DDCS were in
grated over the binary peak energy range in order to ana
its scaling properties. We have shown that the SDCSs
proportional to the differential cross section for elastic sc
tering by the projectile field. Within small deviations, th
singly differential cross section of binary encounter electr
emission scales linearly with the number of ‘‘active’’ ele
trons, i.e., electrons withvorb,vP ~or Ui,ep). The binary
encounter peak is influenced by the projectile structure~i.e.,
screening!, which directly affects the elastic cross sectio
However, the SDCS for BEe emission is nearly independen
of the target structure. The magnitude of the momentum
energy transfers required for the production of binary e
counter electrons at forward laboratory angles is so large
it suppresses any differences in emission characteristics
tween rare gas and molecular targets.
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